
 

Imagine you are Hercules and have a go at answering these questions:  

What was your favourite labour/task? And why?  

 

 

 

Do you prefer fighting with your bare hands or with weapons? 

 

 

 

 

Imagine you are Zeus and have a go at answering these questions:  

What do you think about your wife sending in snakes to kill your son?  

 

 

 

 

Why do you think your wife does not like Hercules?  

 

 

 

 

Did you know Hercules was going to be strong when he was born?  

 



Hercules Story map  

 

 

 



Captain Tom Moore is the ex-soldier who made headlines 

around the world in April 2020, when he set out to raise 
money for the National Health Service, by walking 100 
laps around his garden. Not only did he raise an incredible 
amount of money, but he also broke several world 
records at the same time. 

Who is Captain Tom Moore?

Captain Tom was born in Yorkshire on 30th April 1920. 
He was a soldier in the British Army and served in the 

Second World War. He currently lives in Bedfordshire 
with one of his two daughters and her family.

Captain Tom saw the hard work the hospital staff 
were doing, when he watched the news during the 
COVID-19 crisis. Because of this and because he had 
been well looked after in hospital himself, he decided 
that he wanted to do something to raise money for 
the National Health Service (NHS).

Why 100?

Captain Tom began his challenge as a 99 year old. He decided to walk 100 laps 
of his garden (10 each day), leading up to his 100th birthday, 

which was on 30th April 2020. He set himself a target of 
£1000, which he reached in a day. Captain Tom completed 
his laps with the aid of a walking frame. 

By the time he finished the 100 laps, he had raised over 27 
million pounds!

Breaking Records 

With his story shared around the world, more and more people donated money 
and Captain Tom broke several records during his fundraising efforts.

Captain Tom Moore 

He has raised more money from a charity walk than any other single person.
He released a charity song, which became the highest selling single of 2020.  
Six days before his 100th birthday, his single went to number 1 in the charts.   
He is the oldest person ever to have a number one single.
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Captain Tom Moore 

Captain Tom completed his 100 laps two weeks before   
his birthday, so decided to increase the number of laps 
he walked to 200. 

Over 125,000 people have been inspired by his story 
and have sent him birthday cards. 

Did You Know...?
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Captain Tom Moore is the veteran who made headlines 

around the world in April 2020, when he set out to raise 
money for the National Health Service, by walking 
100 laps around his garden. Not only did he raise an 
incredible amount of money, but he also broke several 
world records at the same time. 

Who is Captain Tom Moore?

Captain Tom was born in Yorkshire on 30th April 1920. 
He was a soldier in the British Army and served in the 

Second World War. He currently lives in Bedfordshire 
with one of his two daughters and her family.

Captain Tom saw the hard work the hospital staff 
were doing, when he watched the news during the 
COVID-19 crisis. He had been well looked after in 
hospital himself, after a hip operation several years 
ago and he decided that he wanted to do something 
to raise money for the National Health Service (NHS).

Why 100?

Captain Tom began his challenge as a 99 year old. He decided to walk 100 laps 
of his garden (10 each day), leading up to his 100th birthday, 

which was on 30th April 2020. He set himself a target of 
£1000, which he reached in a day.

Captain Tom completed his laps with the aid of a walking 
frame. By the time he finished, he had raised over 27 
million pounds!

Breaking Records 

With his story being shared around the world, more and more people donated 
money and Captain Tom broke several records during his fundraising efforts.

Captain Tom Moore 
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Captain Tom Moore 

• Captain Tom completed his 100 laps two weeks 
before his birthday, so decided to increase the number 
of laps he walked to 200. 

• The Royal Mail stamped every item posted during 
the week of his 100th birthday, with a special postmark 
with a message for Captain Tom.

• People have been inspired by his story and have 
sent him birthday cards. He had so many cards, they 
had to be stored in the local school hall.

• Captain Tom completed his laps, while wearing his 
three army medals. 

Did You Know...?

veteran  An ex-member of the armed forces.

Glossary

He has raised more money from a charity walk than any other single person.   
He released a charity song, with singer Michael Ball and the NHS Voices of      
Care Choir, which became the highest selling single of 2020 in the UK. Six 
days before his 100th birthday, his single went to number 1 in the charts.      
He is the oldest person ever to have a number one single.
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Captain Tom Moore is the veteran who made headlines 

around the world in April 2020, when he set out to raise 
money for the National Health Service, by walking 
100 laps around his garden. Not only did he raise an 
incredible amount of money, but he also broke several 
world records at the same time. 

Who is Captain Tom Moore?

Captain Tom was born in Yorkshire on 30th April 1920. 
He was a soldier in the British Army and served in the 

Second World War. He currently lives in Bedfordshire 
with one of his two daughters and her family.

Captain Tom saw the hard work the hospital staff 
were doing, when he watched the news during the 
COVID-19 crisis. He had been well looked after in 
hospital himself, after a hip operation several years 
ago and he decided that he wanted to do something 
to raise money for the National Health Service (NHS).

Why 100?

Captain Tom began his challenge as a 99 year old. He decided to walk 100 laps 
of his garden (10 each day), leading up to his 100th birthday, 

which was on 30th April 2020. He set himself a target of 
£1000, which he reached in a day.

Captain Tom completed his laps with the aid of a walking 
frame. By the time he finished, he had raised over 27 
million pounds!

Breaking Records 

With his story being shared around the world, more and more people donated 
money and Captain Tom broke several records during his fundraising efforts.

Captain Tom Moore 
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Captain Tom Moore 

He has raised more money from a charity walk than any other single person. 
  He released a charity song, with singer Michael Ball and the NHS Voices of 

Care Choir, which became the highest selling single of 2020 in the UK.  
Six days before his 100th birthday, his single went to number 1 in the charts. 

He is the oldest person ever to have a number one single.’

• Captain Tom completed his 100 laps two weeks 
before his birthday, so decided to increase the number 
of laps he walked to 200. 

• The Royal Mail stamped every item posted during 
the week of his 100th birthday, with a special postmark 
with a message for Captain Tom.

• People have been inspired by his story and have 
sent him birthday cards. He had so many cards, they 
had to be stored in the local school hall.

• Captain Tom completed his laps, while wearing his 
three army medals.

• A television documentary is being made about his 
life as a soldier.

Did You Know...?

      veteran An ex-member of the armed forces. 
      toiletries Items for personal care, e.g. soap, shampoo and toothpaste.
documentary A factual television programme.

Glossary

The money raised will go towards helping care for people who have been

disch
arged from hospital as well as toiletries and food for NHS staf .
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Captain Tom Moore Questions

1. How many laps of his garden did Captain Tom plan to walk before his birthday? Tick one.

      100 

      200

      10 00

      30 

2. Draw lines to show when the events happened.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How would you describe Captain Tom? Tick two.

       Determined

       Charitable

       Friendly

         Shy

4. Write True or False for each statement.

Captain Tom began his challenge.       

Captain Tom released a single.

Captain Tom finished his 100 laps. 

Captain Tom celebrated his 100th birthday. 

1st

3rd

4th

2nd

Captain Tom wanted to raise £1000.

Tom Jones released a single with Captain Tom.

Captain Tom raised money for the NHS.

Captain Tom used to be a soldier.
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Captain Tom Moore Questions

5. Find and copy one word that means amazing.

 

6. What does NHS stand for?

 

7. How do you think Captain Tom felt when he realised how 
much money he had raised? Explain your answer.
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Captain Tom Moore Answers

1. How many laps of his garden did Captain Tom plan to walk before his birthday? Tick one.

      100 

      200

      10 00

      30 

2.  Draw lines to show when the events happened. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How would you describe Captain Tom? Tick two.

       Determined

       Charitable

       Friendly

         Shy

4. Write True or False for each statement.

1st

3rd

4th

2nd

Captain Tom wanted to raise £1000. True

Tom Jones released a single with Captain Tom. False

Captain Tom raised money for the NHS. True

Captain Tom used to be a soldier. True

Captain Tom began his challenge.       

Captain Tom released a single.

Captain Tom finished his 100 laps. 

Captain Tom celebrated his 100th birthday. 
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Captain Tom Moore Answers

5. Find and copy one word that means amazing.

incredible 

6. What does NHS stand for?

National Health Service

7. How do you think Captain Tom felt when he realised how 
much money he had raised? Explain your answer.

Pupils’ own responses, such as: He must have felt proud that he had raised so much money. 

He would have been amazed that so many people had donated to his cause. He was surprised 

that so many people had supported him.
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Captain Tom Moore Questions

1. What does NHS stand for? Tick one.

      New Hospital Staff

      National Health Service

      National Hospital Staff 

      Nurses & Health Staff

2. Draw lines to show when the events happened. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How do you think Captain Tom felt when he heard how 
much money he had raised? Tick two.

       Sad

       Amazed

       Disappointed

         Humbled

4. Write True or False for each statement.

Captain Tom began his challenge.       

Captain Tom released a single.

Captain Tom finished his 100 laps. 

Captain Tom celebrated his 100th birthday. 

1st

3rd

4th

2nd

Captain Tom wanted to raise £1000.

Tom Jones released a single with Captain Tom.

Captain Tom raised money for the NHS.

Captain Tom used to be a sailor.
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Captain Tom Moore Questions

5. Read the paragraph ‘Why 100?’ Find and copy one word that means the same as help.

 

6. Fill in the missing words. 

He is the                       person ever to have a number one                         .

7. Why do you think Captain Tom wanted to raise money for the NHS?

 

 

8. Describe Captain Tom in two words and explain your choices.
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Captain Tom Moore Answers

1. What does NHS stand for? Tick one.

      New Hospital Staff

      National Health Service

      National Hospital Staff 

      Nurses & Health Staff

2. Draw lines to show when the events happened. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How do you think Captain Tom felt when he heard how 
much money he had raised? Tick two. 

       Sad

       Amazed

       Disappointed

         Humbled

4. Write True or False for each statement.

1st

3rd

4th

2nd

Captain Tom wanted to raise £1000. True

Tom Jones released a single with Captain Tom. False

Captain Tom raised money for the NHS. True

Captain Tom used to be a sailor. False

Captain Tom began his challenge.       

Captain Tom released a single.

Captain Tom finished his 100 laps. 

Captain Tom celebrated his 100th birthday. 
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Captain Tom Moore Answers

5. Read the paragraph ‘Why 100?’ Find and copy one word that means the same as help.

aid

6. Fill in the missing words. 

He is the oldest person ever to have a number one single. 

7. Why do you think Captain Tom wanted to raise money for the NHS?

Accept any of the following: He wanted to show them his appreciation. He wanted to say 

thank you for looking after him and others. He was impressed with their hard work during 

a difficult time.

8. Describe Captain Tom in two words and explain your choices.

Pupils’ own responses such as:

Determined because he didn’t give up.

Brave because he was a soldier in the war.

Generous because he raised money for charity.
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Captain Tom Moore Questions

1. What does NHS stand for? Tick one.

      New Hospital Staff

      National Health Service

      National Hospital Staff 

      Nurses & Health Staff

2.  Number the events to show the order in which they happened. 
 

    Captain Tom began his challenge.                         

          Captain Tom released a single.    

          Captain Tom finished his 100 laps.    

          Captain Tom celebrated his 100th birthday. 

3.  Find and copy the phrase that tells us Captain Tom set a new record.

 

4. Who did Captain Tom release a charity song with?

 

5. Fill in the missing words. 

The money                         will go towards helping care for people who have been  
                     from hospital.

6. Give two examples of how Captain Tom has raised money.

 

 

7. Describe Captain Tom in two words and explain your choices.
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Captain Tom Moore Questions

8. Why do you think so many people donated money to Captain Tom?
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Captain Tom Moore Answers

1. What does NHS stand for? Tick one.

      New Hospital Staff

      National Health Service

      National Hospital Staff 

      Nurses & Health Staff

2.  Number the events to show the order in which they happened. 
 

    Captain Tom began his challenge.                         

          Captain Tom released a single.    

          Captain Tom finished his 100 laps.    

          Captain Tom celebrated his 100th birthday. 

3.  Find and copy the phrase that tells us Captain Tom set a new record.

he also broke several world records

4. Who did Captain Tom release a charity song with?

Michael Ball and the NHS Voices of Care Choir

5. Fill in the missing words. 

The money raised will go towards helping care for people who have been  
discharged from hospital.

6. Give two examples of how Captain Tom has raised money.

He walked laps around his garden.

He released a song for charity.

7. Describe Captain Tom in two words and explain your choices.  

Pupils’ own responses such as:

Determined because he didn’t give up.

Brave because he was a soldier in the war.

Generous because he raised money for charity.

1

3

2

4
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Captain Tom Moore Answers

8. Why do you think so many people donated money to Captain Tom?

Pupils’ own responses, such as: They were amazed that someone of that age wanted to walk 

so far for charity. They wanted to show their support for the work of the NHS. They were 

impressed with his determination. People want to help each other during difficult times and 

this is a way they can do that. 
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Can you put the hands onto the clock to match the time it says underneath?  

 

 

4 o’clock Half past 2 8 o’clock 

half past 6  

Quarter to 5  Quarter to 7  2:45 

half past 8  half past 1  

Quarter past 3 Quarter past 7 Quarter past 5  







Can you draw the hands onto the clocks to show represent the times written underneath? 

 

1 hour later than 3 o’clock 1 hour earlier than 8:30 2 hours later than 11:30 

1 hour later than quarter past 7 1 hour later than quarter past 6 3 hours earlier than quarter past 4  

1 hour later than 6:30 
2 hours later than quarter to 2 4 hours later than 4:45 

1 hour and 15 minutes 

later than 4:00 

3 hours and 15 minutes 

later than 6:00 

2 hours earlier than 

quarter to 5 















Ancient Greek Food 

Use the information below to create your own fact file all about Ancient Greek food.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Read the information below explaining about the first chimpanzee to fly into space.  

Then write a diary entry from the perspective of the Chimpanzee talking about what it 

was like and how he felt.  

On January 31, 1961 Ham became the first chimpanzee in space. Save the Chimps 
honors Ham, his courage, and his unwilling sacrifice. The Space Chimps, or 
“Astrochimps,” hold a special place in the hearts of everyone at Save the Chimps. It 
was the plight of the Air Force chimps, the chimpanzees used in the early days of 
space research, and their descendants, that inspired our late founder Dr. Carole 
Noon to establish Save the Chimps. 

Ham’s story spans the globe and into the reaches of space. Born in Cameroon in 
approximately 1957, Ham was captured and brought to a facility in Florida called the 
Miami Rare Bird Farm. In July 1959, Ham was transferred to Holloman Air Force 
Base in Alamogordo, NM, to be trained for space flight as part of Project Mercury. 
Ham at the time was known as Chang, or #65, and was renamed at the time of his 
spaceflight after the acronym for “Holloman Aero Medical.” Ham and other young 
chimpanzees, including Minnie (the mother of two STC residents, Rebel and Li’l 
Mini) and Enos (who would become the first and only chimpanzee to orbit the Earth), 
were habituated to long periods of confinement in a chair, and trained to operate 
levers in response to light cues. After 18 months of training, Ham was selected as 
the chimpanzee whose life would be risked to test the safety of space flight on the 
ape body. On January 31, 1961, after several hours of waiting on the launch pad at 
Cape Canaveral, FL, 3 ½ year old Ham was propelled into space, strapped into a 
container called a “couch.” 

 
Ham’s flight lasted approximately 16 ½ minutes. He travelled at a speed of 
approximately 5800 mph, to a height of 157 miles above the earth. He experienced 
about 6 ½ minutes of weightlessness. Incredibly, despite the intense speed, g-
forces, and weightlessness, Ham performed his tasks correctly. After the flight, 
Ham’s capsule splashed down 130 miles from its target, and began taking on water. 
It took several hours for a recovery ship to reach Ham, but miraculously he was alive 
and relatively calm considering his ordeal. When he was finally released from the 
“couch” however, his face bore an enormous grin. Although interpreted as a happy 

http://www.savethechimps.org/our-founder
http://www.savethechimps.org/our-founder
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smile by many people, Ham’s expression was one of extreme fear and anxiety. That 
fear was demonstrated again sometime later through an act of defiance. 
Photographers wanted another shot of Ham in his “couch.” Ham refused to go back 
into it, and multiple adult men were unable to force him to do so. 

Unlike the rest of the space chimps, Ham was spared decades of biomedical 
research, but he did have a lonely existence for many years. He was transferred to 
The National Zoo in 1963, where he lived alone for 17 years, before finally being 
sent to the North Carolina Zoo where he could live with other chimps. He died 22 
years after his historic flight into space, on January 18, 1983, at the estimated age of 
26. 

Ham’s flight is remarkable for many reasons. Ham not only survived the flight, but 
performed his tasks correctly, despite the rigors of space flight and the fear he must 
have experienced. His courage and heroism paved the way for Alan Shepard, Jr., 
the first American in space. But perhaps the most remarkable aspect of this story is 
often lost in all of the writings about Ham: he was a baby. If Ham had not been 
kidnapped and his mother killed, he still would have been nursing at age 3 ½, 
dependent on his mother for survival. Humans are often considered more intelligent 
than chimpanzees, yet it is hard to imagine a human toddler performing as well as 
Ham in this challenging task. It speaks to Ham’s  character, intelligence, and 
bravery. 

We honor and remember Ham and all of the young chimpanzees who suffered 
through the tragic deaths of their mothers and the transatlantic journey to the United 
States to become test subjects for space flight. Although Ham had no children, Save 
the Chimps is proud to have provided a peaceful retirement for other survivors and 
descendants of the space chimp program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dear Diary………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Use the image below to help you create your own picture of our solar system. Make sure place the planets in the correct 

order away from the sun. How creative can you be? You could draw, paint or make this using different objects to 

represent each planet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Our Solar System 



Cut out the images below and stick them into the correct boxes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



On the dinner plate below, draw different foods to show an example of a balanced diet.  

 



How many of these exercises can you complete? Can you beat your personal best? To challenge yourself why not create a workout and put 

some into a sequence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How many of these exercises can you complete? Can you beat your personal best? To challenge yourself why not create a workout and put 

some into a sequence.  

 

 

 



Year 3 and 4 Statutory Spellings
accident

accidentally

actual

actually

address

answer

appear

arrive

believe

bicycle

breath

breathe

build

busy

business

calendar

caught

centre

century

certain

circle

complete

consider

continue

decide

describe

different

difficult

disappear

early

earth

eight

eighth

enough

exercise

experience

experiment

extreme

famous

favourite

February

forward

forwards

fruit

grammar

group

guard

guide

heard

heart

height

history

imagine

increase

important

interest

island

knowledge

learn

length

library

material

medicine

mention

minute

natural

naughty

notice

occasion

occasionally

often

opposite

ordinary

particular

peculiar

perhaps

popular

position

possess

possession

possible

potatoes

pressure

probably

promise

purpose

quarter

question

recent

regular

reign

remember

sentence

separate

special

straight

strange

strength

suppose

surprise

therefore

though

although

thought

through

various

weight

woman

women



Story of Hercules 

Chapter 1  

Long ago, two twin baby boys were asleep in a nursery. The door was open 

onto the veranda to let the cool breeze waft into the room. However it was 

not just the air that could enter the room. First one, and then a second snake 

slithered in through the gap. They had been sent by the goddess Hera, Queen 

of Heaven. It’s hard to understand how anyone, even a goddess, could hold 

anything against innocent children, but her immortal heart was filled with 

hatred for the twins. Their mother was a human woman, but their father was 

none other than Zeus, Lord of Heaven, and husband of Hera. In short, she 

was jealous. The snakes slid towards the bed. The larger of the two children 

stretched and yawned. The viper who was out in front stuck out his tongue 

and hissed. It reared its head to see if it could reach the top of the mattress. 

That was the last thing it did, because the boy shot out his hand and grabbed 

it by the neck. The other snake slid swiftly across the floor towards him, but 

the child grabbed that one too and began to shake it violently. The nurse 

heard the commotion came rushing into the nursery, but it was too late – for 

the snakes. The boy, whose name was Heracles, had killed them both. 

The boy grew into a teenager, and he was without doubt the strongest human 

who had ever walked on the face of the Earth. Still young, he was a 

formidable sight, with his towering height and his rippling muscles. Oh how 

the Theban girls loved him! And how he loved the girls of Thebes. When 

other Greeks attacked the City of Thebes, Heracles sent the enemies packing. 

As a reward, Kreon, King of Thebes, married Heracles to his daughter, 

Megara. 

Though he had every reason to be happy, Heracles was miserable, and 

strangely fearful. He spent most of his days asleep in his room. Megara 

consulted the Oracle of Delphi, and she explained that Hera had planted the 

seeds of madness inside the mind of her husband. To free himself of the 

curse, he must perform ten impossible labours in the service of mankind. 

Some people say that Heracles became insaner still, before he undertook his 

heroic cure – that he was hot-tempered and cruel to his family. I am not sure 

that those rumours are true, but I will mention a famous saying about 

Heracles at this time of his life. It comes from the Greek playwright 

Euripides and it goes: 

“He whom the gods wish to destroy, they first drive mad.” 

What is clear, is that Heracles took the cure that was prescribed by the 

Oracle. He presented himself to Eurystheus, king of Tiryns in Mycenae, who 

was to set his ten impossible tasks. The sharp-eared among you will have 

noticed that earlier I said Heracles performed twelve tasks – I didn’t make a 



mistake – he was supposed to do ten, but he ended up doing twelve. You’ll 
hear about that later. 

Chapter 2 - The Nemean Lion 
Eurystheus told Heracles about a lion that was the cause of suffering in the 

land of Nemea. It was attacking not only animals, but people. Heracles' first 

task was to hunt and kill the Nemean Lion. 

The strongman travelled to Nemea, and the local shepherds soon pointed him 

in the direction of the lion’s cave. He hid behind a boulder, and waited for it 

to come out. Towards evening the lion emerged. It was indeed a tremendous 

beast that would strike fear into most mens’ hearts. Heracles pulled an arrow 

from his quiver, and set it in his bow. It was a powerful weapon, and it took 

immense strength just to pull back the string and flex it ready to fire. 

Heracles took aim and let loose the arrow. It flew towards the lion and caught 

it in the chest – but instead of piercing his skin, the arrow merely bounced 

off. Heracles quickly shot another arrow, and it was just as useless as the one 

before. Now he understood why the task was all but impossible. The hide of 

the Nemean Lion was impervious to weapons. The lion looked with curiosity 

at his bold attacker. Who was this fellow? No ordinary human for sure. 

Seeing that Heracles was as strong and fierce as himself, he decided to err on 

the side of caution. He retreated into his cave. 

The Nemean lion was not only strong, but he was cunning as well. His vast 

cave had many tunnels and two openings. If anyone ever pursued him 

through one entrance, he could always escape out of the other. Heracles had 

been warned of this by the shepherds. He walked around the mountain and 

found the lion’s escape hole. He uprooted a tree, and used its trunk to lever a 

vast boulder into the opening- now it was sealed. Heracles went back to the 

first entrance, and crept into the lion’s cave. Inside, he caught sight of its 

green, gleaming eyes. The lion did not expect a human to pounce on him, but 

that’s what Heracles did. He grappled and wrestled with the man-eating beast 

and finally defeated it, killing it with his bare hands. 

If you have ever seen a picture of Heracles, you will know that he liked to 

wear a lion skin over his shoulders, and that its mane was a kind of hood over 

his head. The ancient world was full of pictures of Heracles, most of them on 

vases. The lion skin that he wore was, of course, that of the Nemean Lion. 

When he reported back to Eurystheus, he was wearing his new uniform. He 

was such a terrifying site that the king hid inside a giant jug, and spoke to the 

hero from within it. After that, he forbade him to ever come into the city 

again. In future, he must stand outside the walls to display his trophies. 



Chapter 3 - The Lernaean Hydra 
Heracles’ next task was to fight another terrible creature. This one lurked in 

the swamps of Lerna, and it was known as the Lernaean Hydra. It was giant 

snake with multiple heads. If you cut off one of its heads, two more would 

grow in its place. It was indeed a fierce opponent. Even Heracles did not 

think he could fight this monster on his own. He enlisted the help of his 

nephew, Iolaus. Heracles fought the Hydra with his sword, and each time he 

lopped off one of its heads, Iolaus jumped in with a torch and burned the 

stump before it sprout a couple of new heads. Hera looked down on this 

struggle to the death, and thought, “Two humans against one monster! That’s 

hardly fair!” and she sent a giant crab to join in the fight. Heracles and Iolaus 

stood back to back and fought off both these supernatural beasts. After 

defeating them in battle, Heracles collected some of the Hydra’s blood to use 

as poison on his arrows. 

He returned to Eurystheus with news of his victory, but the king was not 

satisfied. “You did not fight the Hydra on your own,” he said, “And so the 

labour does not count.” Heracles shook his giant fist at the king, but 

Eurystheus, who was feeling safe at the top of his tower, shouted down: “It’s 

no use arguing. You’ve still got nine more labours to do, Heracles. Your next 

task is to bring me the sacred dear of Artemis – you’ll find it roaming the 

hills of Ceryneia. You will know it when you see it. It has little horns, made 

of gold.” 

 

Chapter 4 - The Ceryneian Hind 
The deer was elusive and swift on its feet. Heracles was strong, but not so 

fast. He spent a year tracking the graceful creature over the hills of Ceryneia. 

Artemis, the goddess of hunting, did not approve of humans tracking her 

dear. When Heracles fired an arrow at her sacred dear, she was angry. Even 

though she was a goddess, she feared the strength in the arms of the son of 

Zeus. She brought Apollo along for moral support. The golden god of light 

appeared before Heracles and said, 

“What’s all this? Shooting the sacred dear of Artemis is not allowed. It’s a 

good thing you did not kill the Ceryneian Hind with your arrow just now.” 

“Well,” said Heracles unfazed, “I am commanded by Heaven to perform 

these deeds, so although you are god, you must let me do it.” 

Apollo knew very well that Heracles was no ordinary man, but the son of 

Zeus. He consulted with Artemis and they agreed on a compromise. He could 



take the sacred dear to Eurystheus alive, but then he must let it go. That was 

how Heracles completed his third labour and reported back to the king of 

Tiryns. 

Chapter 5 - The Erymanthian Boar 
“That was an easy one,” said Eurystheus, “The dear wasn’t a threat to 

anyone. Now you must take on a more dangerous foe. A wild boar is 

terrorising the people of Erymanthia. Your fourth task is to defeat the 

Erymanthian Boar. Since you are going a bit soft and don’t like killing 

animals anymore, you must bring back the bad piggy to me alive.” 

And so Heracles set off once more across the part of Greece that is called the 

Peloponnese. It is the land where the wonderful civilisation of the 

Mycenaeans was based. Later on, the people of the Peloponnese were called 

the Spartans, but in the time of heroes, there were many more small city 

states. Heracles’ journey took him through Pholoe, which was home to the 

centaurs. Centaurs were strange hybrids, half horse and half human. There he 

was entertained by a centaur called Pholus. His host offered him raw meat, 

but Heracles was a fussy eater and said he preferred it cooked on the fire. 

Then he called for wine. Pholus was afraid to open the wine jar, because it 

was owned by all the centaurs in common. Heracles laughed and told him not 

to be so timid. So the two opened the jar and drank the wine. When the other 

centaurs smelled roast meat, they came to see which human was visiting their 

land. They found Heracles and Pholus drinking their favourite wine and they 

were angry. Soon a mob of centaurs were hurling rocks and Fir trees at the 

pair. Heracles easily fought them off, and chased the hooligan horses as far 

as Malea, before letting them go. After the little diversion with the centaurs 

and the wine, he resumed his labour. He found the Erymanthian Boar, and 

backed it into a hollow. The cornered creature tried to charge Heracles with 

its tusks, but that was a mistake. The hero bopped it on the head with a rock 

and knocked it out. He then trussed up the unconscious pig, and carried it 

back to Mycenae. 

Chapter 6 - The Augean Stables 
While Heracles was away, King Eurystheus was busy searching for more 

impossible tasks. Next, he came up with something that made him smile. It 

was not so very dangerous, but it was delightfully disgusting. Heracles must 

clean out the Augean Stables and do it in just one day. Augeas was king of 

Elis, and he had many herds of cattle. They were famous for the volume and 

the stink of their dung. When Heracles was given this smelly job, he was 

furious – cleaning out stables was not work fit for a son of Zeus. When he 

came before Augeas, he demanded to be paid for the task. The king agreed to 



give him a herd of cattle. Heracles managed to get the job done without 

dirtying his big hands; he diverted two rivers to run through the stables and 

flush them out. 

When King Eurystheus heard from his spies that Heracles had been paid for 

cleaning out the stables, he ruled that the labour would not count. He angrily 

told Heracles that his orders were to work for free. That was how hero ended 

up doing twelve instead of ten labours. 

The Stymphalian Birds 
For his sixth task, Heracles had to rid the lake of Stymphalos of some very 

nasty birds. A strange feathered flock that were eating the other birds and all 

the fish in the lake. The local people, who made their living from the water, 

were going hungry. Heracles’ problem was that the birds were all hidden in 

the reeds. How could he hunt down an entire flock? The goddess Athena 

came to his rescue. She leant him her castanets, which he clacked in his 

hands to make a divine din. The noise terrified the birds and they took flight. 

Once they were in the air, Heracles could shoot them down with his quick 

firing arrows. 

And so Heracles completed his sixth great labour. There were six more tasks 

remaining to him before his troubled mind could be free of turmoil 

 



Read the first 3 chapters of Hercules – What is your favourite part so far and 

why?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What has been you least favourite part of the story so far and why?  
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